### BEHAVIORAL & EXPERIMENTAL
- **13N** Experimental Economics *(not offered in 18-19)*
- **136 (or 182)** Market Design *(Honors Market Design)*
- **137 (or 181)** Decision Modeling & Info *(Honors Info & Incentives - not offered in 18-19)*
- **160 (or 180)** Game Theory and Economic Applications *(Honors Game Theory)*
- **178** Behavioral Economics
- **179** Experimental Economics *(not offered in 18-19)*

### FINANCE
- **111** Money and Banking *(not offered in 18-19)*
- **112** Financial Markets and Institutions: Recent Developments
- **140** Introduction to Financial Economics
- **141** Public Finance and Fiscal Policy
- **143** Finance and Society for non-MBAs
- **152** The Future of Finance
- **165** International Finance
- **184** Institutional Investment Management: Theory and Practice

### INTERNATIONAL & DEVELOPMENT
- **15N** The Economics of Immigration in the US: Past and Present
- **106** World Food Economy
- **118** Development Economics
- **120** Japan & the World: Innovation, Econ Growth, Globalization, Int’l Security
- **124** Economic Development and Challenges of East Asia
- **125** Economic Development, Microfinance, and Social Networks *(not offered in 18-19)*
- **127** Economics of Health Improvement in Developing Countries
- **162** Games Developing Nations Play
- **164** Law, Economics and Politics of International Trade *(not offered in 18-19)*
- **165** International Finance
- **166** International Trade *(not offered in 18-19)*

### POLICY
- **11N** Understanding the Welfare System *(Intro Sem)*
- **15N** The Economics of Immigration in the US: Past and Present
- **17N** Energy, the Environment, and the Economy *(Intro Sem)*
- **19Q** Measuring the Performance of Governments in the U.S. *(Intro Sem - not offered in 18-19)*
- **22N** Causes and Consequences of the Rise in Inequality *(Intro Sem)*
- **23N** Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy *(Intro Sem - not offered in 18-19)*
- **25N** Public Policy and Personal Finance *(Intro Sem)*
- **47** Media, Markets, and Social Good *(not offered in 18-19)*
- **111** Money and Banking *(not offered in 18-19)*
- **118** Development Economics
- **126** Economics of Health and Medical Care
- **141** Public Finance and Fiscal Policy *(not offered in 18-19)*
- **145** Labor Economics
- **146** Economics of Education *(not offered in 18-19)*
- **147** The Economics of Labor Markets
- **150** Economic Policy Analysis
- **152** The Future of Finance
- **154** Law and Economics
- **155** Environmental Economics and Policy
- **159** Economic, Legal and Political Analysis of Climate-Change Policy

### INTERNATIONAL & DEVELOPMENT
- **15N** The Economics of Immigration in the US: Past and Present
- **106** World Food Economy
- **118** Development Economics
- **120** Japan & the World: Innovation, Econ Growth, Globalization, Int’l Security
- **124** Economic Development and Challenges of East Asia
- **125** Economic Development, Microfinance, and Social Networks *(not offered in 18-19)*
- **127** Economics of Health Improvement in Developing Countries
- **162** Games Developing Nations Play
- **164** Law, Economics and Politics of International Trade *(not offered in 18-19)*
- **165** International Finance
- **166** International Trade *(not offered in 18-19)*

### RESEARCH
- **102C** Advanced Topics in Econometrics
- **136 (or 182)** Market Design *(Honors Market Design)*
- **137 (or 181)** Decision Modeling & Info *(Honors Info & Incentives - not offered in 18-19)*
- **160 (or 180)** Game Theory and Economic Applications *(Honors Game Theory)*
- **198/199D** Junior Honors Seminar / Honors Thesis Research
- **202, 210** 1st year PhD Micro or Macro class *(with instructor’s permission)*

### STRATEGY
- **19Q** Measuring the Performance of Governments in the U.S. *(Intro Sem - not offered in 18-19)*
- **136 (or 182)** Market Design *(Honors Market Design)*
- **137 (or 181)** Decision Modeling & Info *(Honors Info & Incentives - not offered in 18-19)*
- **149** The Modern Firm in Theory and Practice
- **157** Imperfect Competition
- **160 (or 180)** Game Theory and Economic Applications *(Honors Game Theory)*